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Fill in the gaps with the missing verb in either the gerund (ing), infinitive (to +
verb) or bare infinitive (to + verb):

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Are you eager __________ (GET) better at any sport?
Might you __________ (TAKE UP) a new sport next year?
Would you prefer __________ (PLAY) tennis or badminton?
Are you keen on __________ (SKI) in winter?
Would you __________ (WORK OUT) daily if you had a lot of free time?
Have you ever tried __________ (CLIMB) a mountain and not
succeeded?
7. Have you ever tried __________ (HIKE)?
8. Should everyone __________ (EXERCISE) every day?
9. Are you into __________ (RUN) to keep fit?
10.When did you get into __________ (DO) sport on a regular basis?
11.Would you rather __________ (DO) water sports or normal sports?
12.Would you become a professional if you could __________ (PLAY) a
sport really well?
13.Are you big on __________ (DO) yoga?
14.Which sport would you love __________ (HAVE) a go at?
15.Do you think that you had better __________ (GET) fit?
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Answers:

1. Are you eager to get better at any sport?
2. Might you take up a new sport next year?
3. Would you prefer to play tennis or badminton?
4. Are you keen on skiing in winter?
5. Would you work out daily if you had a lot of free time?
6. Have you ever tried to climb a mountain and not succeeded?
7. Have you ever tried hiking?
8. Should everyone exercise every day?
9. Are you into running to keep fit?
10.When did you get into doing sport on a regular basis?
11.Would you rather do water sports or normal sports?
12.Would you become a professional if you could play a sport really well?
13.Are you big on doing yoga?
14.Which sport would you love to have a go at?
15.Do you think that you had better get fit?
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